A Selected and Occasionally Annotated Bibliography

(Included are sources available for this improved Second Edition which were often hard to fit while keeping the same page contents.)

Articles: Primary Issues (for Behaviorology in the 1990s and Beyond)

Skinner, B.F. (1993). A world of our own. Behaviorology, 1 (1), 3–5. (This is the published version of Skinner’s 1989 “declaration of independence” address to the Association for Behavior Analysis [see Ulman, 1993, p. 54].)

Articles: Directly Related Issues…

(Brief guidelines supported by most behaviorologists and behavior analysts.)
Articles: Other Related Issues…


**Books: Primary Issues...**


Fraley, L.E. (2008). *General Behaviorology: The Natural Science of Human Behavior*. Canton, NY: ABCs. (This is the first extensive and systematic text of the separate and independent behaviorology discipline; it introduces principles, practices, and answers to some of humankind’s essential but long–enduring questions.)

Holland, J.G. & Skinner, B.F. (1961). *The Analysis of Behavior*. New York: McGraw–Hill. (This is the original comprehensively programmed text; the authors successfully applied to its design and use the very laws of behavior that it teaches.)


Books: Directly Related Issues…

Michael, J.L. (1989). *Verbal and Nonverbal Behavior: Concepts and Principles*. Kalamazoo, MI: Psychology Department, Western Michigan University. (This is a collection of several noteworthy papers. A later book with overlapping contents was titled *Concepts and Principles of Behavior Analysis*.)
Youth Policy Institute. (1988, July/August). *Youth Policy, 10* (7). (A special issue devoted to data–based reports on the successes of the educational applications of behaviorological science.)
Books: Other Related Issues...


